Kanyintjaku Tjananya
Waltja Tjutangku Tjungkungku Kanyintjaku
Coming together looking after them

Looking after them

Encouraging young people to talk about their worries.
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“Getting together
for painting safe places”
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Tuesday 12th - Thursday 14th
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Always talk to someone
Look after each other
Keeping a strong mind
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Tuesday:
Women’s
kungkas
workshop
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Wednesday:
Men’s, young
fellas
workshop

Thursday: Let’s come together for painting workshops to identify community
safe places. BBQ afterwards. Palyalingku !

Waltja-Tjutangku Tjungkungku
Coming together

Identifying safe people and places to go to for support.

Learning through painting to know who
are the safe and right people to talk with
if you have big worries or thinking of
harming yourself.

You need safe people, the right people to
talk with if you are feeling suicidal or you
are trying to support a family member or
friend.

This painting is about walking
forward to get help and support.
People are talking about where the
painting will be placed in the community.

Creating paintings about suicide
prevention and safe places to go to helps
to start conversations about wellbeing.

The women got together to create
paintings around two main messages:
coming together and looking after them.

The paintings encourage everyone to talk about
big worries with people they trust. In previous
workshops we learned about the lack of safe
places for people to go on community, especially
when services are closed! (evening and weekends)

They organised a workshop to
create collaborative paintings. The
paintings will be displayed with the
stories in public areas. This will
encourage conversation, discussion
and the further sharing of stories.

Lots of women and girls were
involved in painting and talking
about messages in the paintings.

We came together – women, young girls and old
people for this painting. We are sharing stories of
our community to keep it safe from worries. We
worry about our families. It is our time being
together, sitting and talking. Not feeling worried or
sad or feel like hurting ourselves. It shares that
families are walking together to keep our spirit
strong and help us to remember that we are not
alone and can grow strong together for ways to
stay safe.

Audrey Turner, Mt Liebig Community

It’s a kind of powerful painting. A story to see what
the future, past and present tells you and
understanding a way to a better life. It’s like a
journey through your life, how it can change when
you are walking in it. It reminds me of who I am,
makes me feel stronger when I look at this painting.
It helps me to keep my spirit strong and see ways of
good and healthy life. Talking and sharing stories on
this painting makes us think how we can choose our
life or change or stay the same way. By hearing this
painting story, it teaches the journey of life and that
we are here and together we can help each other to
stay strong and not have bad thoughts of
hurting ourselves.

Martin Jugadai

Waltja has been working with families in Mt Liebig for
a long time. Waltja helps our young people who maybe
struggling with suicide thinking and also the families of
these young people. So we asked Waltja to organise a
suicide workshop to help us talk together in a good and
strong way. It is important work and thank you Waltja for
helping us, PALYA !

Audrey Turner

We have come together with our kinds, women and
men and old people to share our stories and share
our safe places on our country – Watiyawanu. We
are learning from each other to paint safe places
and learning safe words in language. We can see
our dreaming and we feel good and strong working
together. With our families from Ikuntji, Papunya and
Kintore that we can see they’re here to help us. When
we feel lost this painting will be in a safe place in
our community that we go to and remember how we
came together to look after them.

Kayleen Collins and Desma Kantamarra

These two paintings are on display with the story
in public areas around Mt Liebig.

Coming together and
looking after them
A workshop was held out at Mt Liebig
for young women and men under the
guidance of the community elders, aimed
at helping young vulnerable people with
suicidal thoughts.

